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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Tanya L. Ford 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
Lesley Waxman 

Please be advised that the following is a schedule of the meetings to be held by the Board of 
Election Commissioners for the 2013 MUNICIPAL EL.ECTION RECOUNT: 

Date and Time of Meetings: Monday, December 2, 8::30 a.m. 

Tuesday, December 3, 8 :30 a.m. 

Wednesday, December 4, 8:30 a.m. 

Thursday, December 5, 8 :3 0 a.m. 

Friday, December 6, 8:30 a.m. 

Saturday, December 7, 8:30 a.m. 

Monday, December 9, 8::30 a.m. 

Wednesday, December 11, 8:30 a.m. 

Thursday, December 12, 8:30 a.m. 

Friday, December 13, 8:30 a.m. 

Saturday, December 14, 8:30 a.m. 

Place ofMeetings: Moore Youth Center, 12 Gilmore Street, Cambridge 

AGENDA 

I. Minutes 

IL Reports 
Executive Director/Director of the Count Report 

Assistant Director's Report 
Commissioners' Reports 

III. Action Agenda 
2013 Municipal Election Recount - City Council 



Guidelines regarding Protesting Ballots 
DRAFT 

Hand Recount of City Council Ballots from November S, 2013 Cambridge Municipal Election 

These Guidelines are subject to change by a vote of the Board of Election Commissioners. All changes will be 
announced to candidates and observers present at the Recount. 

"Unofficial Count" 
Number of stations: 11 (one per ward) 
The tables are set up by ward. One precinct at a time, all ballots from that precinct are separated from the 
school committee ballots, counted and sorted by #1 vote. 

There will be no votes by the commissioners on protested ballots during this sorting procedure, but if 
observers see a ballot that they wish to protest, they may inform the inspectors who will flag that ballot for 
protest during Count 1. 

·count 1 

Number of tables: 27 (one for each candidate on the ballot, one for write-in and one for invalid) 
At each table, teams of two inspectors will perform a "quality check" on each ballot to make sure it was 
properly sorted to the right candidate. Ballots that were sorted incorrectly will be transferred to the correct 
table. The ballots will then be stamped with the candidate's name and a number. 

Ballots can be protested during the "quality check" portion. If a ballot is protested, the commissioners will 
determine how the vote should be counted for the first count and instruct the inspectors accordingly. Ballots 
that are protested will remain flagged for the duration of the count and the vote will be recorded on the back 
of the ballot and in the Protested Ballot Book. 

Replica Matching - Surplus 
Number of tables: 27 
For any candidate with a surplus, all inspectors will match the ballots to replicas before count 2 begins. 
Protests regarding replica matching for individual ballots can be made at this time. Ballots will be flagged and 
final determinations will be made by the Election Commissioners. 

Counts 2-17 
Number of tables: maximum of 27, will be reduced as candidates are defeated or elected 
In Count 2, the surplus is distributed. In Counts 3 -17, ballots for defeated candidates will be distributed. First, 
the ballots being transferred will be sorted by the next continuing candidate. Then, they will be brought in 
envelopes to the candidate tables where the inspectors will perform a "quality check" on each ballot before 
stamping the candidate's name and a number. 

As in Count 1, ballots can be protested during the "quality check"' portion. 

Replica Matching - Counts 4 - end 
Number of tables: will begin with 3 tables; number will be determined based on available tables/workers 
Inspectors will begin matching ballots to replicas as candidates are defeated in each count and tables and 
inspectors are freed up. Protests regarding replica matching for individual ballots can be made at this time. 
Ballots will be flagged and final determinations will be made by the Election Commissioners. 

Approved ____ _ 
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2013 Recount Ovt:!rview DRAFT 

The counting of ballots will begin on Monday, December 2nd at 8:30 AM. We will conduct the recount 
according to the following steps: 

1. The commissioners will review all challenged and provisional voters as well as any absentee 
ballots that have been rejected. 

2. Eleven stations will be set up - one for each ward. Workers at each table will open the ballot 
carriers for one precinct at a time and distribute the ballots to boxes based on number one 
votes for each candidate. 

3. Once the ballots are sorted into number one votes, each candidate's stack will be stamped with 
the appropriate ward and precinct, counted, and placed into candidate precinct envelopes. 
Once all of the envelopes are filled and marked, they will be stored in secure boxes in the middle 
of the room. This process will continue until all precincts are counted at each ward table. 

4. The room will then be arranged so that each table will be assigned to a different candidate. In 
the order of the random draw, one precinct box at a time will be opened up and the candidate 
precinct envelopes will be distributed to the candidate tables, where workers will double check 
that the ballots were properly sorted and stamp each ballot with the candidate's name and a 
sequential number. Once all of the precincts have been counted, we will have the official count 
of number one votes for each candidate. 

5. First round of transfers: M.G.L. 54A § 9(o) requires thait "If in correcting an error, any ballots are 
re-sorted or re-transferred, every ballot shall be made to take the same course that it took in 
the original count unless the correction of an error requires its taking a different course." M.G.L. 
c. 54A, §12 requires that a recount "shall be conducted according t.o the rules prescribed for the 
original count as nearly as is practicable." Therefore, any ballots where the order affects which 
course the ballot will take will be put into the same order that they were counted by the 
computer at the original count. We will print replicas of the ballots in the order they were 
counted by the computer, and we will match the actual ballots to the replicas. That way we will 
be able to put the original ballots into the order that they were originally counted. 

6. In each round, we will determine which ballots need to be transferred and transfer those ballots 
to the next continuing candidate. When necessary, we will put those ballots into order by 
matching the original ballots with the replica ballots before transferring the ballots. The rounds 
in which the order of the ballots will affect the course that the ballots will take will be the 
distribution of the surplus and the rounds in which a candidate reaches quota and is elected. 

7. We will repeat the process of transferring votes until nine candidates have been elected. 



How to Read Voter Intent on a Proportional Representation Ballot 

Properly marked ballots: 
These are ballots where there is only one ranking given to each candidate and no two candidates have 
the same rank 

Candidate A I@@ 
Candidate B @I@ 
Candidate C @@I 

Duplicate Rank: 

#1 Candidate A 
#2 Candidate B 
#3 Candidate C 

This means filling in the same choice for more than one candidate 

Candidate A I@@ 
Candidate B I@@ 

Multi-voted Candidate: 

Neither candidate will receive a number 1 vote. If there are no other 
ranks on the ballot, this will be an invalid ballot. 

This means filling in more than one rank for a candidate. The candidate should receive the higher 
ranking (lowest number). 

Candidate A 11@ 
Candidate B @@I 

Skipped Rank: 

Candidate A will receive a #l. 

When a ranking is skipped, all subsequent rankings are shifted to the left: 

Candidate A I@@ 
Candidate B @@@ 
Candidate C @ @I 

There is no number 2 ranking so Candidate A will get #1 and 
Candidate C will get #2 

Incomplete ovals, Cheerio votes, check marks, etc. 
This is a hand count so it is not relevant how the mark would be read by the scanner. If the marks on 
the ballot fairly indicate the voter's intent, the vote should be counted in accordance with that intent. 

Example: Incorrect Marking of Ovals 

@@®@ 
Looking at the other marks on the ballot will help with understanding the voter's intent; for example, if 
every other oval is filled in properly but one oval has a small dot, that dot may be a stray mark. If all of 
the ovals are filled in with a small dot, it might have been the voter's intent to fill in that oval. 

Adopted 11/20/13 



Ballot Replicas DRAFT 

Hand Recount of City Council Ballots from November 5, 2013 Cambridge Municipal Election 

Background 
MGL 54A section 9(o) says that "If in correcting an error any ballots are re-sorted or re-transferred, every ballot shall be 
made to take the same course that it took in the original count unless the correction of an error requires its taking a 
different course. The principles of the rules of this section shall apply also to any recount which may be made after the 
original count has been completed." MGL 54A section 12 states that a recount "shall be conducted according to the 
rules prescribed for the original count as nearly as is practicable." 

In order to ensure that the hand recount meets the requirements of MGL 54A, certain ballots must be transferred in the 
same order t~at they were transferred in the original, computerized count. In order to re-sequence those ballots to 
m~tch the order that they were transferred in the original count, we use Ballot Replicas. Ballot replicas are paper ballot 
images numbered in the sequence that they were tallied by Choice Plus Pro. The replicas show the ward, the precinct 
and the ovals filled in for each candidate, as recorded by the scanner. 

Most of the ballots that will be counted during this recount are guaranteed to take the same path no matter what order 
. they are transferred in. The order in which the ballots are counted will only make a difference with regards to: 

1. Ballots with a first choice vote for any candidate who has a surplus in the first count 
2. Any ballots that will be transferred during a count where a candidate reaches quota 

• This includes the defeated candidate's number one votes AND all votes subsequently transferred to that 
candidate before he or she is defeated. 

The order of the ballots does not affect the course of the ballot for: 
1. Number one votes for candidates who are elected but do not have a surplus 
2. Defeated candidates whose ballots are transferred during a count where no candidate reaches quota 

These ballots will all be distributed the exact same way regardless of the order they are in before being sorted. 

Procedures: 
At the beginning of Count 2, inspectors at every table will match ballots to replicas for all ballots with a first choice vote 
for Leland Cheung. Replicas will be attached to the original ballot. 

• Each table will work on one precinct at a time 
• Unmatched ballots and ballot replicas will be examined by the election commissioners 
• If a ballot does not match any replica, it will be appended at the end of the precinct 
• Once all of the ballots within a precinct are put into order, commissioners will ensure that ballots are put back in 

Random Draw order 
• Ballots will be restamped with a new number before being transferred. 

Candidates with fewer than 50 first choice votes will be defeated in Count 3. After those ballots have been transferred, 
the inspectors at those tables will begin the Replica Matching procedure for the ballots that are likely to be transferred 
in a Count where a candidate reaches quota. 

The commissioners will use a comparison of numbers from Count 2 in 1the recount and the original count to make a 
determination of what ballots need to be matched to replicas. In the event that the recount results appear to be very 
different from the original count after Count 2, the Election Commission will be prepared to match replicas with ballots 
for all defeated candidates. 

As candidates are defeated in each subsequent count, more inspectors. will be freed up to assist with the matching 
procedures. 

Approved _____ _ 



2013 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECOUNT WORKERS 

These instructions are subject to change by a vote of the Board of Election Commissioners. All 

changes will be announced to candidates and observers present at the Recount. 

Unofficial Count of Number Ones 
Thirty-three tables will be set up as "ward tables" - For each ward there will be three tables: Two are 
placed against the outside guard rail and hold the candidate boxes and the other is placed parallel to the 
first two on the inside. The two rows of tables should be about three feet apart. There will be 27 
candidate boxes - one for each of the 25 candidates, one for write-ins and one for invalid ballots. Each 
table will have the following supplies: 

1. Red pens 
2. Stamp for stamping the ward and precinct 
3. Precinct tally sheet 
4. Rubberfingerpads 
5. Scissors for breaking ballot box seals 
6. Scratch paper 

There will be at least three Inspectors at each ward, who will have been sworn in, and at least two 
runners. 

Phase One: Preparing the ballots 
1. Start with precinct one in each ward. A runner will come around to write down the seal number 

for the ballot carrier. Double-check the label on the ballot carrier to make sure it is the right 
ward and precinct and break the seal for the ballot carrier. Put the seal in the ballot carrier. 

2. Separate out school committee ballots from city council ballots. Put school committee ballots 
back into the ballot carriers. Make sure to open the packet of auxiliary ballots and remove the 
envelopes for city council - one for blank ballots, one for marked ballots, and one for HCTFs. 

NOTE: It's really easy for folded absentee city council ballots to get missed and put in 
with the school committee ballots, so be careful to go through every ballot. 

3. Orient the city council ballots so that they are all facing the same way. 
4. Stamp the ward and precinct stamp onto a scratch paper to make sure it is stamping the correct 

ward and precinct. Stamp the upper right hand corne~r of the back of the ballots (including 
auxiliary ballots) with the ward and precinct stamp. 

5. Stop and wait until the director of the count gives further instructions. If smaller wards finish 
early the Inspectors may be sent to assist with bigger wards. 

Phase two: Sorting ballots by number 1 choices 
6. One inspector will read the ballots while two inspectors sort the ballots into candidate boxes 

a. READER: 
• One ballot at a time, read the ballot 
• Call out the name of the candidate receiving the first choice (#1). If it is a write

in, call out "Write-in" and if it is blank or no first choice can be discerned, call 
out "invalid." You will be provided a sheet with information about voter intent. 

• Hand the ballot to one of the Sorters 
b. SORTERS: Put the ballot into the named candidate's box (or write-in, or invalid), face up 

with the candidates' names closer to the observers, so that an observer can confirm that 
the ballot has been placed correctly. 

7. If possible, bigger precincts may require more Readers and more Sorters. 
8. If a candidate or observer wishes to protest a ballot, mark the ballot with a post-it flag. 

1 



2013 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECOUNT WORKERS 

9. After all ballots for the precinct have been sorted intoi their proper boxes, the runners will bring 
a packet of empty candidate-precinct envelopes to th•:? inspectors. There will be one envelope 
for each candidate box labeled with the names of the candidates/write-ins/invalid. 

10. For each candidate, one candidate at a time, both inspectors will count the number of ballots in 
the box and write the number of ballots on the candidate-precinct envelope (line a). They will 
then place the ballots in the envelope. • 

11. When all 27 envelopes have been filled out, one inspector will call out the numbers on each 
envelope and the other will write the number down on the unofficial first tally sheet. When aH 
the numbers are recorded, the unofficial first tally sheet will be handed to the runner who will 
carry it to the auditor's table. 

12. The auditor will add up the precinct figures and check to see if the total vote agrees with the 
total marked on the checklist and the total counted in the original count. Any discrepancies will 
be reported to the Director of the Count who will decide how the discrepancy should be 
addressed. That ward will not proceed to the next prE!cinct until the discrepancy is resolved to 
the satisfaction of the Director of the Count and the Board. 

13. Once any discrepancies have been resolved, a runner will distribute a blue metal box to each of 
the ward tables that have finished the first precinct. The inspectors will pack up all the 
candidate-precinct envelopes for that precinct into a blue metal box and lock it with a padlock. 
These boxes will be brought to the middle of the counting area. 

14. When a Ward Table finishes precinct one, they can begin again at step 1 for precinct two with 
the permission of the Director of the Count. If a Ward Table finishes all three precincts early, 
inspectors might be sent to bigger Wards to assist. 

Count 1 
There will be two inspectors at each candidate table. There will be twenty-seven candidate tables -
one for each of the twenty-five candidates, a table for write-ins and a table for exhausted ballots. There 
will also be two-four runners who are specifically trained in how to fix the sequential number stamps. 

15. The Director of the Count will announce that we are going to open the precincts in the order of 
the random draw, and will open the blue metal box fo1r the first precinct. The runners will 
distribute the candidate precinct envelopes with the ballots inside to the appropriate candidate 
table. 

16. The inspectors will review each ballot to be sure it has been correctly attributed to their 
candidate. If a candidate or observer protests a ballot,. or the inspectors come across a ballot 
that has been flagged, a runner should inform a commissioner. 

17. TRANSFER PROCEDURE: If a ballot is not in the right place: 
a. NO BALLOT SHOULD BE TRANSPORTED OUTSIDE OF AN ENVELOPE. 
b. The inspectors will fill out a transfer envelope and raise their hands. 
c. A commissioner will come to the table and verify that the ballot should be transferred 

and that the envelope is filled out correctly. 
d. The commissioner will then write "1" on the candidate precinct envelope next to 

"Ballots Transferred Out" along with their initials (line c) 
e. The commissioner will bring the transfer envelope to the correct candidate table, write 

"1" on the receiving candidate precinct envelope next to "Ballots Transferred in" along 
with their initials (line b) 

f. The correct candidate table's inspectors will take the ballot out and a runner will bring 
the envelope to the auditor. 

2 



2013 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECOUNT WORKERS 

18. WRITE-IN TABLE: If any number one write-in votes are for candidates on the ballot, they should 
be transferred to the appropriate candidate. 

19. Once all ballots have been inspected for errors and all transfers have been made, the inspectors 
at each table should fill out the "NET TOTAL" line on the candidate precinct envelope (lined). 
Runners will come around with the "Candidate Envelope Transfer Sheet" to write down the 
numbers. 

20. The Director of the Count will announce that everyone can begin stamping. One inspector at 
each table will have a stamp with the candidate's name and the other will have a stamp that 
adds a sequential number. They will both stamp the back of the ballot, with the name in the 
upper left corner and the number stamped directly tc1 the right of the name. If the number 
stamp skips a number or doesn't advance to the next number, the inspector should raise their 
hands and a commissioner can come over and correct the number by hand and initial the 
corrected ballot. 

21. When the inspectors at a candidate table finish, they will indicate that they are done and keep 
the pile of ballots face down with the highest stamped number on top. Runners will come by 
with the "last number stamped" tally sheets and write down the number from the candidate 
precinct envelope and the number of the top ballot on the pile. The auditor will determine 
whether every ballot has been accounted for. 

22. Each candidate's pile of ballots will then be placed in a designated ballot carrier and an 11x17 
sized piece of colored cardstock will be put on top of it to divide it from the next precinct, which 
will be placed on top of those ballots. As blue metal boxes become available, the candidate's 
ballots should be transferred from the ballot carriers to the blue metal boxes (and from then on 
put directly into the blue metal boxes), so that the ballot carriers can be used forthe December 
10, 2013 election. 

23. Steps 15-22 will then be repeated for the next precinct in the random draw. Once all 34 
precincts have been processed, and the auditor determines that the results are consistent, the 
official first count (round one) is at an end. 

24. A record will be made of the candidate's total on a form that will be taped to the candidate's 
table (called the running total form). This allows for a1 running total to be kept for each 
candidate at the end of each count. 

25. The candidate precinct envelopes will be kept at the candidate tables as records of the count. 
The inspectors will write a "1" on the bottom right corner of all the candidate precinct envelopes 
next to where it says "Count" and a zero where it says "Final total from Prior Count" (line e). 
The number next to "FINAL TOTAL" (line f) should match the number next to "NET TOTAL" (line 
d) for this Count. 

Finishing Table: 
For many of the precincts, there will be one or two candidates who have a much larger number of 
ballots than any other. When one table is still stamping and everyone else is done with that precinct, 
those workers will be moved to a table in the middle to finish stamping and two other workers will be 
sent to that table to begin the quality check for the next precinct. The auditor will not be able to fully 
reconcile the precinct until the "catch-up" table is done stamping, so even if the quality check is finished, 
NO TABLE CAN BEGIN STAMPING THE NEXT PRECINCT UNTIL THE AUDITOR HAS RECONCILED THE 
PREVIOUS PRECINCT and the director of the count announces that stamping can begin. 

3 



2013 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECOUNT WORKERS 

Count Two: Surplus 
In addition to the candidate tables, there should be three tables vrsible to the public called the "central 
sorting tables." One table will be designated for the workers to sit at and two tables will be designated 
for the candidate boxes used for the Informal Count (except that there will be a box labeled "Exhausted" 
rather than a box labeled "Invalid") 

26. The Auditor calculates Quota by dividing the number of valid ballots cast in the election by one 
more than the number of offices to be filled (disregarding any fraction) and then adding 1 to the 
quotient. 

27. Any candidate whose first choice votes are equal to the quota is declared elected and votes he 
or she has received in excess of quota are termed "surplus". Surplus ballots must be distributed 
to their second (or third, fourth, etc.) choice. 

28. Before pulling the Surplus, the ballots for that candidate must be arranged in the order that they 
were counted during the original count. This fulfills the requirement that all ballots in a recount 
"take the same course" as in the original count. 

a. Separate instructions will be provided regarding replica matching. 
29. Method for pulling Surplus: 

b. Divide the total number of the candidate's first choice ballots by the number of the 
surplus and round off to the nearest integer. For example, if a candidate received 2391 
#ls and quota is 1775, then the surplus is 616. 2391 divided by 616 is 3.88 which gets 
rounded up to 4. 

c. The next step is to pull every ballot number that is a multiple of the integer calculated 
above. For example, every ballot numbered 4, 8, 12, 16, etc. will be pulled until surplus 
is reached. 

d. If N was rounded up (as in 3.88 rounded up to 4), then pulling every nth ballot will not 
provide enough ballots for the entire surplus. Therefore, to pull the rest of the surplus, 
the workers go back to the beginning of the pile and pull the next highest number, e.g., 
5, 9, 13, 17, etc until the total number of ballots needed for the surplus has been pulled. 

30. Distributing the Surplus 
e. The Surplus ballots that have been pulled are brought to the central counting table to be 

distributed into candidate boxes just as they were during the informal count on the first 
day, except the invalid box is replaced with "exhausted." 

f. One inspector will announce the name of the next continuing candidate choice 
indicated on the ballot. The other inspector(s) will take the ballot from the reader and 
place it into the box of the appropriate candidate. Those ballots that have indicated no 
next choice for a continuing candidate will be placed in the box labeled "Exhausted." 

g. After the entire surplus has been distributed into the proper candidate boxes, a count is 
made of the number of exhausted ballots. 

h. The exhausted ballots are then returned to the first choice candidate's pile and an equal 
number are removed to replace them. 

i. The ballots that are used as replacements are the ones in the same sequence that were 
used before (multiples of 4+1), picking up where the sequence left off, i.e., 81, 85, 89 

j. The replacement ballots are brought to the central sorting table to be distributed. If 
some of the replacement ballots turn out to be exhausted as well, they are replaced in 
turn, by continuing to progress through the sequence until in all, the right number of 
ballots showing a valid second choice have been removed from the candidate's pile and 
that candidate is left with exactly quota. 

4 



2013 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECOUNT WORKERS 

31. The inspectors at the central sorting table will count the ballots sorted into candidate boxes and 
place them into candidate precinct" envelopes. They will then write the number of ballots in the 
envelope next to "#of Ballots" (line a) and the number of the count should be written in the 
bottom right hand corner next to "Count". ("2" for Count 2) 

32. The runners will then deliver the candidate precinct envelopes to the appropriate candidate 
tables. At the candidate tables, the inspectors will check for errors and verify the number of 
ballots in the envelope. If any mistakes have been made they will use the same transfer 
procedure as during the first count (see Step 17). They will then stamp the ballots with their 
candidate's name and a sequential number, continuing from their candidate's previous count. 
These stamps will be placed directly underneath the corresponding stamps from the previous 
candidate. 

Count Three: Transfer the "Under 50s" 

33. The auditor will advise the Director of the Count that those candidates receiving fewer than 50 
number 1 votes are defeated. 

34. The "under 50" candidates will be publicly declared defeated by the Director of the Count and 
the ballots from those tables will be taken to the central sorting table. 

35. One inspector will announce the name of the next continuing candidate choice indicated on the 
ballot. The other inspector(s) will take the ballot from the reader and place it into the box of the 
appropriate candidate. Those ballots that have indicated no next choice for a continuing 
candidate will be placed in the box labeled "Exhausted." 

36. Tl"le inspectors at the central sorting table will count the ballots sorted into candidate boxes and 
place them into candidate precinct envelopes. They will then write the number of ballots in the 
envelope next to "Initial# of Ballots'' (line a) and the number of the count should be written in 
the bottom right hand corner next to "Count". ("3" for Count 3, "4" for Count 4, etc.) 

37. The runners will then deliver the candidate precinct envelopes to the appropriate candidate 
tables. At the candidate tables, the inspectors will check for errors and verify the number of 
ballots in the envelope. If any mistakes have been made they will use the same transfer 
procedure as during the first count (see Step 17). They will then stamp the ballots with their 
candidate's name and a sequential number, continuing from their candidate's previous count. 
These stamps will be placed directly underneath the corresponding stamps from the previous 
candidate. 

38. At the end of each Count, the inspectors at each candidate's table will fill out the rest of the 
candidate precinct envelopes: Underneath "Final Total from Prior Count" they will write the last 
number stamped for that candidate in the previous Count (line e). Next to "Final Total," they 
will write the last number stamped in the current Count (line f), which should match the total of 
lines d and e. Runners will come around with transfer sheets to write the number from the 
candidate precinct envelopes and a tally sheet to write the last number stamped on the 
candidates' piles, which will be brought to the auditor. The inspectors will then fill out the 
running total form taped to the candidate's table, put a divider on top of the ballots from the 
previous round and put the new transferred ballots on top of the divider. The empty candidate 
precinct envelopes will be stored on the table. 
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2013 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECOUNT WORKERS 

Counts 4 - 17: Transfer the lowest ranked candidate in each Count. 

39. The auditor will inform the Director of the Count which candidate has been defeated, and the 
Director of the Count or a Commissioner will publicly declare that candidate defeated. 

40. The ballots will be carried over to the central sorting table. They will then be distributed as the 
under-Sos were distributed (steps 34 - 37 above). 

41. For each successive count, the auditor will inform the Director of the Count, who will announce 
which candidate was defeated and steps 34 - 37 will be repeated with the next defeated 
candidate's ballots. 

42. STOPPING AT QUOTA: As the workers approach the rounds where candidates hit quota during 
the original computerized count, it is important to be careful not to distribute more ballots into 
the candidate boxes once the candidate reaches quota. 

a. Assign one or two workers to tally all of the ballots being transferred to the candidate 
who is expected to hit quota during the particular count. 

b. When the candidate reaches the number needed in that round to reach quota, the 
worker should yell "STOP." 

c. The ballots for that candidate will be brought to the candidate's table to be checked and 
stamped. When an inspector at the candidate's table stamps the quota number on a 
ballot, that candidate will be declared elected and the Director of the Count will 
announce it to the public. 

d. NO MORE BALLOTS ARE DISTRIBUTED TO THAT CAN I DATE. If there are any more ballots 
given to the inspectors at the table for that candidate, they will be returned to the 
central sorting tables to be distributed to the next continuing candidate on that ballot. 
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